
 

TMS Component Pack 8.9.2.1 For Delphi 10.3 Rio
[EXCLUSIVE]

Contains various kinds of combo boxes, edit boxes, sliders, tab controls and list
controls, file directories, file browsers, input mask and more. Informations Status:
Trial (work while IDE is running) Source: On purchase/registration price: $499 Size:

115 922kB Platforms: D7, D7W64, DXE, DXE2, DXE3, DXE4, DXE5, DXE6, DXE7,
DXE8, FM3, FPGL Features: Unicode-aware versions of most Delphi standard UI

controls Multi-lingual support for 10+ languages (using your own localization files)
Whether you need a Unicode-aware TLabel, TEdit, TFileStream (file names!),

TOpenDialog and so on, this component pack has it. There are multiple versions of
this control pack out there and the official one is now maintained by TMS Software
and can be obtained for a rather cheap fee of just EUR 30. Another version of this

library with support for Unicode exceptions is freely available from mh-nexus:
Informations Status: Trial (work while IDE is running) Source: On purchase/registration

price: €30 Size: 54 741kB Platforms: C10.1, D10.1, CBXE6, DXE6, CBXE7, DXE7,
CBXE8, DXE8, C10.1, D10.1
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The Virtual Treeview is so flexible and is so widely used by Delphi developers that we
wanted to make the most of it for Delphi 10.3 Rio. We therefore decided to release a
new updated version of our Unicode aware Virtual Treeview component. We hope this
new component (VTVU1.1) will do for you, what the original Virtual Treeview did for
so many Delphi developers. In fact, this new version is twice as fast as the original

component and is fully Unicode-aware. It also supports RTL for routines and
thousands of features from Mike Lischke's great Unicode library. Plain and Skinned

controls While the original VCL components are very useful, some of them come with
a plain or a skin by default. So if you want to use a particular skin with your

application, you have to be sure to include the required resources. This is particulary
true for combo boxes. So if you want to use the dark combo boxes with a blue

background, you will have to make sure you include the corresponding skin and
resource. With this component pack, you have the choice of the plain or skinned VCL
combo box. If you have any questions about this component pack, or any problems
you might encounter with using this component pack, you can contact our support
team. All of this is done without any kind of obligation for the developer to provide
any support or update to the component or the package, it is up to you to provide

such support or update, if needed. After you have purchased the library pack, you will
get a name and a license file in the zip file. This file is then included in the library you
have just purchased. The license file is a plain text file which you need to open in a
text editor. If you open it, you will see a plain text license file which you are free to
edit, modify and/or distribute. This file is considered "open source" as long as your

modifications are included in the library itself. 5ec8ef588b
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